
Romantic Reading Bookmark
Project C619
Designer: Julie Bean

Whether a romantic at heart or reading a romance novel, this beautiful bookmark will bring a smile to your face every time

you use it. Make for yourself or to give as a thoughtful gift.

What You'll Need

Beadalon Gold Plated Chain Necklace Extender W/ Heart 2 Inch (10)

SKU: AXC-2731

Project uses 3 pieces

Swarovski Crystal, 6228 Heart Pendants 10mm, 6 Pieces, Amethyst

SKU: SWBB-6196

Project uses 3 pieces

22K Gold Plated Metal Bookmark - Fun Craft Beading Project 4 3/4 Inches (X2)

SKU: FCO-9611

Project uses 1 piece

22K Gold Plated 6mm 19 Gauge Open Jump Rings (100)

SKU: FJR-5260

Project uses 4 pieces

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5511] Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose

Instructions

To make this lovely bookmark, begin by opening a 6mm gold plated jump ring. Link the jump ring through 1 Swarovski crystal 10mm heart in Amethyst as

well as one of the lower chain links (closer to the metal heart) on a gold plated necklace extender. Close the jump ring.  Open and link another jump ring to

another Swarovski 10mm heart in Amethyst and a midway chain link on a second necklace extender. Close the jump ring.Open a 3rd jump ring and link it

to another Swarovski 10mm heart in Amethyst and an upper chain link on a third necklace extender. Close the jump ring. Finally, open a fourth jump ring

and link it to the top chain links on all three of your necklace extenders with hearts attached (the end opposite the metal hearts). Now link that jump ring

through the hole at the top of the bent tip of the gold plated metal bookmark. Close the jump ring. Happy Reading!Variations:The possibilities are limitless in

creating these lovely bookmarks. There are various shapes and sizes of metal bookmarks available in copper, gold, silver, and gunmetal. Also available are

other styles of necklace extenders and a multitude of color choices for the 10mm Swarovski Heart Pendants.  Customize it even further with other crystal

pendants or charms.When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.  
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